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I. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
It can be proven (see [6] . [3] ) that a linear input-output system. given bv an nz X nz transfer matrix G(s) which satisfies the condition G(s I = G'( -3 ) . has a minimal reahation of the form We will call (1.1) a linear Handrorziarz system. It is easy to pm\e that such a system is controllable if and only if it is obsen-able. In [6] (see also [2] ) a definition was given of a rzordirzeur Hamiltonian system with inputs and outputs.
It seems natural to conjecture that for such nonlinear Hamiltonian systems there also exists a relation between controllability and obsenability. Actually. recently in [7] it is proven that for such systems "wme kind of controllability" implies "some kind of obsenability." and vice versa. We now want to specialize these results to the somewhat restricted class of nonlinear systems of the form provided with a Hamiltonian structure.
In the sequel \ve \vi11 use the following definition of a nonlinear system with inputs and outputs (introduced in [IO] and elaborated in [7] . [IO] ). We denote the space of esrerrzal carruldes (think of inputs urd outputs) by a smooth manifold kt. ' 
with .x coordinates for ;M. r coordinates for the fibers of B (to be seen as "dummy" input variables). and 11' coordinates for 14,'. We will denote the
For the definition of a Hamiltonian system we ail1 need some notions from symplectic geometrl;. for which a.e refer to [I] .
If ( .\I. w ) is a manifold with synplectic form w . HS can also construct a symplectic form on TM, denoted by r;, (see [6] This kind of Hamiltonian system forms a natural subclass of the class of systems given by Def. 2.1., as can be seen from the following theorem which we state without proof. ( x ) with h E G.
Remark:
As above we will assume that dim dG( x ) is constant. In the case of Hamiltonian systems the situation becomes particularly nice. Let there be given an affine Hamiltonian system as in Def. 2.4.
Because L,w = 0, there exists (locally) an H : !M -R such that A = X , (see [I] ). Then we can derive the following proposition. Suppose it is true for k -I. We will prove it for k . Now Fk = { F. FA -I } + then it is easy to see that kerP = D I. This suggests that when we first restrict the system to its "controllable part." intuitively generated by
{ F , F~-, } = { H -F o . F~-~) = { H . F~-~} -{ F o , F~-~)

D.
and then factor out by the "nonobsewable part,'' approximately given by D n k e r P . the reduced state space is generated by D / D n ker P = D / D n D L and can be given again a symplectic structure! We \vi11 now make this more precise.
Proposirion 3.1: Let there be given an affine system (2.2). Suppose  there exists an x,,€ M , such that A ( x o ) E D ( x , ) ; then an integral manifold Q of D through x, satisfies I ) A ( s ) E T , Q . for every . x E Q 2) the system restricted to Q is strongly accessible. Ivhich is locally \veakly.observable and strongly accessible and which has the same input-output properties as the original system (3.1) restricted to Q.
Proof.. First we will show that /oca//r Q can be factored out as above.
Because D n D is an involutive distribution on Q. we can locally factor out Q by the leaves of this distribution and obtain a manifold h' and a submersion r: Q 4 X such that ker T * = D f l D ' . In. for instance. Furthermore. we can see that w ( A , -) = r * ( W ( .4. -) ) and. therefore. . This approach stabilizes a slstem through a fast switching global control which forces the original system to "behave" as a second linear time invariant system which can be chosen to be stable.
5( i ,
The method of this correspondence is to combine the ideas of variable structure systems lvith the methods of eigenvalue placement in a decentralized context. This is done by constructing a decentralized dither controller which will force the original nonlinear interconnected system to behave as a second linear interconnected system which has had its eigenvalues placed in the left half plane by the method of 14).
MODEL FORhiULATION
The a!>tem to be considered is composed of A : subsystems. \vhere each subsystem i\ written ac an II th-order state model as 
